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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

In recent years, the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have
become a useful mechanism to monitor physical phenomena
in environments. The sensors that make part of these
long-lived networks have to be reconfigured according to
context changes in order to preserve the operation of
the network. Such reconfigurations require to consider
the distributed nature of the sensor nodes as well as
their resource scarceness. Therefore, self-adaptations for
WSNs have special requirements comparing with traditional
information systems. In particular, the reconfiguration of
the WSN requires a trade-off between critical dimensions
for this kind of networks and devices, such as resource
consumption or reconfiguration cost. Thus, in this paper, we
propose to exploit Constraint-Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
techniques in order to find a suitable configuration for
self-adapting WSNs, modelled using a Dynamic Software
Product Line (DSPL), when the context changes. We exploit
CSP modeling to find a compromise between contradictory
dimensions. To illustrate our approach, we use an Intelligent
Transportation System scenario. This case study enables us
to show the advantages of obtaining suitable and optimized
configurations for self-adapting WSNs.

H.1 [Models and Principles]: Miscellaneous; D.2.10
[Software Engineering]: Design - methodologies
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensors Networks (WSNs) refers to the set of
sensor nodes connected by a wireless medium that are
able to perform distributed sensing and convey useful
information to control stations [2]. They are attracting
huge interest due to their potential of applicability in
a variety of pervasive systems, such as smart spaces,
intelligent transportation systems or ambient assisted living
applications. However, they impose several requirements,
compared to traditional information systems, mainly due to
their resources scarceness (e.g., battery or memory).
An important issue in WSNs is their reconfiguration regarding changing conditions or context changes to reduce
network degradations or to improve the functioning. Such
reconfigurations have to be done considering sensor deployment in remote and unattended areas as well as the satisfaction of conflicting objectives (e.g., accuracy versus energy consumption). The former requires WSNs having an
autonomous behavior, i.e., networks that exhibits ”self-*”
properties [9] in order to react by themselves to the context
changes. The latter requires a decision making mechanism
in the reconfiguration process that takes into account not
only the context changes but also the resource scarceness of
WSNs or other sensors specific characteristics to deal with
conflicting objectives.

In order to achieve self-adaptations in WSNs, in a previous
work [8] we proposed Famiware, a family of middleware
for Ambient Intelligence (AmI) systems, deployed in sensors
devices and smartphones. Famiware uses feature models
and Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs) to drive
the self-adaptation process. The reconfiguration consists in
replacing the current feature model configuration by a new
configuration more suitable to the new context situation.
In this paper, we focus on the decision making mechanism of the reconfiguration process defined by Famiware
considering that multiple target configurations can satisfy
the new context. Given the resource scarceness in WSNs,
the resulting target configuration have to be optimal as possible regarding dimensions such as resource consumption
and reconfiguration cost. However, such selection can not
be done to the detriment of other dimensions such as the
Quality of Service (QoS) offered by the network. Therefore,
we propose a decision making mechanism for FamiWare,
which deals with the trade-off of different dimensions by
using multi-objective optimizations. Our approach provide
the flexibility to specify the dimensions to consider for the
self-adaptation. In this way, the resulting configuration respect the context but at the same time is the most suitable
regarding additional critical dimensions in WSNs.
After this introduction, this paper is structured as follows.
We start by describing a motivation scenario and identifying
the challenges associated with the selection of the new
network configuration (cf. Section 2). Then, we present
FamiWare (cf. Section 3) the middleware that we extend in
order to improve the self-daptation process (cf. Section 4).
We continuous with the discussion about the advantages
of our work (cf. Section 5) before discussing some related
works (cf. Section 6). We finish with some conclusions and
perspectives of our work (cf. Section 7).

2.

MOTIVATION & CHALLENGES

In order to motivate our work, we use an Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS)1 scenario.
This kind of
systems uses sensors, on board computers, GPS and other
devices to improve the mobility, safety, and security,
while ensuring energy efficiency and reducing environmental
impacts of transportation systems. In a particular ITS
application, we have several static sensors placed in a
road sensing movement, light, noise and temperature in
order to collect data about traffic, possible accidents or
environmental issues. In the feature model of Figure 1,
a WSN is made up of one or more sensors (feature with
1..* cardinality).
An important characteristic of this
kind of networks is its routing protocol that allows the
communication between sensor nodes. In this feature model
are represented six routing protocols: DD, Drip, ACM,
TinyHop, AODV and TYMO. The protocol running in every
node has to be the same for all the sensors (cf. RProtocol
feature and its xor children in Figure 1), but also the sensors
can have optionally preinstalled other protocols (cf. Routing
feature in Figure 1). In addition, other characteristics of
sensors relevant for our scenario are the role that they can
play in the network (ordinary node, cluster-head, or sink),
the state of the node (alive or slept) and the frequency of the
sensing tasks. Let us suppose that the road in the scenario
1
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becomes a secondary road because a nearby highway is open.
Then, the use of the road is drastically reduced and the
information collected by its sensors is not as critical as
before. To increase the lifetime of the network, the system
can be reconfigured to save energy. To do that, several
options are possible:
• Change of the routing protocol : Figure 2 depicts the
feature diagram of one partial configuration of the
network with some energy efficient protocols, i.e.,
TYMO, TinyHop and AODV. To save energy in this
configuration, we can select the most energy efficient
routing protocol namely AODV. However, by doing
that we could impact the response time of the whole
network since this protocol is not necessarily the
fastest protocol. Additionally, if we choose the AODV
protocol which is not preinstalled in several nodes, we
produce additional reconfiguration costs in terms of
energy expense by sending large size messages that
contain the protocol functionality.
• Deactivation of sensor nodes: Another way to save
energy is by sleeping nodes on the network. For
example, we can decide to deactivate the 50% of nodes.
But, how do we select the candidates? We could do
it randomly or arbitrarily. However, this deactivation
has to be executed carefully because we can sleep a
cluster head node or a sink making the network or
part of it useless. In a similar way, depending on
the network topology, we can sleep several consecutive
nodes seriously affecting the network accuracy.
• Reduction of the monitoring frequency: Finally, we
can reduce the frequency of the monitoring tasks in
sensors. Nevertheless, if the WSN response time
increases a lot, we cannot ensure more the safety of
the transportation system.
By using these different alternatives, we can find several
valid configurations that will reduce the energy consumption
in the network.
However, as we just mentioned, we
cannot only consider the energy saving to select the new
configuration. We need also to include other aspects of the
network such as reconfiguration cost and QoS properties
(e.g., accuracy), which lead us to find contradictory
objectives.

Challenges.
From the previous scenario we have identified the following challenges:
1. How to select the best fitting target configuration: As already said, WSNs are characterized by
resource scarceness. The message exchange as well operations required to reach the new configuration (e.g.,
code installation and changes on nodes properties)
have to be minimized in order to preserve the network
resources and the correct operation. Therefore, the
new selected configuration of the WSN should be the
most adequate one, regarding specific dimensions such
as energy consumption or accuracy of the sensed information. Thus, one of the challenge will be to identify
the dimensions to optimize the targets configurations.
2. How to deal with conflicting objectives: In the
process of finding the most adequate target WSN
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Figure 1: Feature Model for the ITS Scenario
configuration for a specific context could focus in one
dimension, sacrificing others. For instance, installing a
new energy efficient routing protocol in all the network
could be very expensive in terms of reconfiguration
cost.
In this case, the energy saving and the
reconfiguration cost dimension can be considered as
contradictory objectives. Then, in order to solve this
kind of situations, we will need to consider multiple
criteria in the selection process. It is necessary to find
a suitable trade-off between such objectives.
In the following section we present the FamiWare
middleware, which we extend in order to deal with the
mentioned challenges.
WSN
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Figure 2: Network Configuration with Energy
Efficient Protocols

3.

SELF-ADAPTATION IN FAMIWARE

FamiWare is a family of middleware for Ambient Intelligence (AmI) systems to be deploy in several kind of devices
as sensors. FamiWare applies the Software Product Line
(SPL) [11] approach to characterize the inherent variability
of the AmI domain by means of Feature Models (FM) [10].
This FM is the base of a model driven process that derives
a configuration adapted to the requirements of each system device. Furthermore, FamiWare has a mechanism to
achieve self-adaptation by applying the Autonomic Computing paradigm at middleware level [8].

3.1

FamiWare Reconfiguration

As part of the autonomic computing architecture developed in FamiWare, in every instance of the middleware
there are several monitoring services observing the context.

The sensed data are analyzed by the context-aware service
to check on context changes. When a context change is detected, the self-adaptation process is triggered.
Figure 3 summarizes the process to configure and to
reconfigure FamiWare. At design time, the middleware
architect defines the feature model that represents the
family of middleware 1 . Then, this family is customized
by following the application requirements provided by the
application developer 2 .
As we mentioned before, in FamiWare the reconfiguration is driven by feature model runtime configurations.
Then, the first step to reconfigure the system is to find the
target runtime feature model configuration fitting the new
context. The Hydra feature modeling tool2 , used by FamiWare, is able to find a set of valid configurations (called
feature model specialization) respecting the new context 4 .
However, we need to select the most suitable configuration
in this set considering additional information. Therefore, as
contribution of this paper, we extend FamiWare by allowing
application developer to specify such dimensions 3 , which
are used by a CSP service to find the new configuration 5 .
Finally, once the target configuration is obtained, the reconfiguration service provided by FamiWare is responsible
for executing the required actions to reach that target configuration. But the reconfiguration execution is out of the
scope of this paper. Here we focus only in the decision of
the adequate target configuration.

3.2

Reconfigurable Parts in FamiWare

In order to identify what dimensions we can optimize in
the self-adaptation process, firstly we have to specify the
parts of FamiWare we can reconfigure.
The internal architecture of FamiWare is composed by a
microkernel and several provided services. The microkernel
is responsible for the composition of the application and
the services. The microkernel also exposes a data delivery
service to transmit the data over the network using a specific
network routing protocol. Every particular middleware
configuration is installed in each sensor node of the network.
Then, we can reconfigure hardware of every sensor node or
its internal FamiWare architecture. Regarding hardware
2
The Hydra feature modeling tool: http://caosd.lcc.uma.
es/spl/hydra
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accuracy or takes a lot of time to provide information is not
acceptable in the case of intelligent system transportations.
Thus, the consideration of different dimensions can lead to
conflicting objectives.
To deal with these conflicts, in this section we define
an approach based on Constraint Satisfaction Problem
(CSP) methods, to find a suitable configuration of the
WSN considering multiple dimensions such as resource
consumption and Quality of Service (QoS) at the same
time.
The advantage of our approach is double: i)
to provide a flexible reconfiguration process that allows
application developers to refine the selection of the new
network configuration when required and, ii) to deal with
conflicting objectives. We start with the identification of the
dimensions that we can use to select the new configuration
by exploiting FamiWare and then we present the CSP
modeling of the configuration selection.
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Figure 3: FamiWare Configuration and Reconfiguration Process
reconfigurations, we can switch off and on the radio chip
of the sensor or change the whole state of the sensor (e.g.,
slept, idle or alive). The reconfigurations in the FamiWare
software architecture include coarse-grained modifications,
like removing or adding a service or changing the routing
protocol, and fine-grained modifications, like changing some
internal parameters of a service.
In the next section, we introduce our proposal to improve
the selection of the new configuration of the network in
FamiWare.

4.

PROPOSAL

In FamiWare, the reconfiguration process is based on
the context information and can have different granularity
levels (from parametrization to component replacement). In
Section 3.1, we have provided an overview of the whole
reconfiguration process. In this section, we focus on how to
find the most suitable feature model configuration to adapt
the system to a new context situation.
We propose that in order to improve the functioning of
the WSNs, a new configuration has not only to satisfy
the context but also to improve the network regarding
additional aspects. For example, in our motivation scenario
(cf. Section 2), we search configurations that reduce
the energy consumption. But, in this search we need
also to consider dimensions such as accuracy or response
time, which are relevant taking into account the network
objectives. A network that is energy efficient but has a low

What dimensions we can measure?

In order to optimize the self-adaptation of the WSNs,
we need to identify dimensions that will be used in the
selection process. To do this, we consider the quality
of the network operations, the impact related to the
reconfigurations actions and, of course, the maximization
of the network life as relevant for the reconfigurations of
WSNs. They are reified by the following dimensions:
• Quality of Service (QoS): In WSNs, QoS properties
such as latency and accuracy of the sensed information
may be critical. The latency to retrieve the monitored
data from each node depends on the frequency of
the sensing tasks but also on the selected routing
protocol. There are routing protocols that send many
messages to ensure that the information arrives to the
destination as soon as possible, but this has a penalty
in the energy saving, since communications have a high
cost. On the other hand, the accuracy of the sensed
information will depend on the number and position of
active nodes that are sensing this data. In our scenario
(cf. Section 2), to save energy in the whole network we
can deactivate some nodes during a period of time and
activate them again when the battery of rest of the
nodes drops. In this way, we extend the life of the
global network, but of course, the accuracy is reduced.
• Reconfiguration Cost: It is related to the number
and size of exchanged messages for realizing the
reconfiguration. As stated by [1], the communication
tasks consume more energy that the processing task
in tiny devices such as sensor nodes. Therefore, we
prefer parameterization on the installation of new
functionality when possible, since this implies to send
large messages with pieces of code. For example, if
we need to choose between the addition of a new
component or the use of a preinstalled component in a
sensor node, we give the priority to the second choice.
Thus, we reduce the size of the exchanged messages.
• Resource Consumption: The last dimension considered
in the optimization of the reconfiguration is the
resource consumption of the target configuration. In
WSNs, we need to save resources in order to maximize
the operation time of the network. In particular,
we can reduce the energy consumption by reducing

Table 1: Objective functions.
i=|S|

RCReCos

min (

X

(1 − Ii (Pj )) + E(Pj )), Pj ∈ P

i=1
i=|S|

QoSRC

min (

X

a(SNi ))

i=1
i=|S|

ReCosQoS

min (

X

sel(SNi ) ∗ Yi )

i=1

communications, the frequency of monitoring tasks,
but also disabling sensor nodes when they are not
required.
The previous dimensions are computed from information
kept or employed by FamiWare such as node state and
frequency of sensing tasks. This means that their usage in
the reconfiguration process does not introduce an additional
overhead in terms of energy consumption. In the following
section, we present our model applying CSP in order to
include different and conflicting objectives based on the
presented dimensions.

4.2

CSP Model in FamiWare

As we have already said, when we reconfigure the wireless
sensor network considering several dimensions we can find
conflicting objectives. For example, the reduction of the
energy consumption by deactivating nodes impacts the
accuracy of the sensed information. In a similar way, the
usage of a routing protocol that consumes a low quantity of
energy can have a high reconfiguration cost if such protocol
is not deployed on the whole network. Our model deals with
these conflicts by means of CSP. In particular, we improve
the decision-making service from FamiWare with such a
model (cf. Figure 3). Once, FamiWare has identified a set
of target configurations dealing with the new context, our
approach gives to application developers the opportunity
of defining dimensions which constitute an additional filter
to reach the new target configuration. In this way, at
the end of the reconfiguration process, we will have a
network configuration that is suitable considering multiple
dimensions. Although our approach is based on FamiWare
capabilities, it can be extended and generalized to include
other dimensions or other generic WSN applications.
In this section, we explore the different optimizations
based on several combinations of the mentioned dimensions.

4.2.1

Optimization based on the Resource Consumption and the Reconfiguration Cost

In this kind of optimization we can deal, for instance, with
the trade-off between energy consumption and the reconfiguration cost. We search to choose a new configuration with
an energy efficient routing protocol. However, at the same
time, as communications are expensive in WSNs, we also
need to reduce the reconfiguration cost by using the protocol that, if it is possible, was previously deployed on most
sensor nodes. The RCReCos function in Table 1 searches to
satisfy both objectives by minimizing the numbers of nodes

where the new protocol must be installed and the energy
used by the protocol.
The expression Ii (Pj ) returns 1 if the ith sensor node
has pre-installed the Pj protocol (which is part of the set
P of protocols used in the network) or 0 on the contrary
case. E(Pj ) retrieves the energy used by the Pj protocol,
which value is extracted from the protocol specification and
experimental results.
Below we present the only constraint required in the
RCReCos optimization:
C1RCReCos (∀ Pi , Pj |Pi ∈ P ∧ Pj ∈ P : (s(Pi ) =
1 ∧ s(Pj ) = 1) ⇒ Pi = Pj ): Only one protocol is chosen
for the new configuration.
In our ITS scenario we have six possible routing protocols,
as it was shown in Figure 1, but not all of them are energy
efficient. In fact, only three (TYMO, TinyHop and AODV)
are the ones that FamiWare selects as suitable protocols
for saving energy as it was shown in Figure 2. FamiWare
obtains the set of valid configurations of the figure, taking
as input a previous running feature model configuration
and the new context constraints (e.g. new enery saving
situation). In this figure, we can see that the DD and TYMO
protocols were the protocols deployed on the different sensor
nodes and that DD, DRIP and ACM protocols have been
removed of these configurations since they are not energy
efficient. This classification of protocol is made by FamiWare
basing in previous simulations. In order to define the new
configuration, we apply RCReCos on TYMO, TinyHop and
AODV. AODV is the more energy efficient protocol over
the other two but TYMO protocol has the lowest value for
RCReCos. It is expected as TYMO is deployed on most of
nodes and the cost for reconfiguring the system with AODV
that is is not pre-installed is higher.

4.2.2

Optimization based on Quality of Service and
Resource Consumption

Here, we search for a balance between the accuracy offered
by the whole network (QoS) and the consumed energy
(resource consumption). The QoSRC objective function
models this optimization. In this function we minimize the
number of active sensor nodes in the network. In particular,
the expression a(SNi ) indicates if the SNi node is active (1)
or not (0).
Since sink and cluster-heads manage nodes, their deactivation introduce an additional cost on the reconfiguration
because other nodes would have to take their responsibilities.
Then, in our model, sink and cluster-heads cannot be deactivated. Therefore, we have the following basic constraints
in order to optimize QoSRC:
C1QoSRC (∀ SNi |SNi ∈ CH : a(SNi ) = 1): All the nodes
that are cluster head are always active.
C2QoSRC (∀ SNi |SNi ∈ SIN : a(SNi ) = 1): All the sink
nodes are active.
With the previous constraints, the minimization of active
nodes will get a configuration where all the ordinary nodes
will be deactivated, but this would be inadmissible. In a
similar way, in the ITS, it does not have sense to sleep all
the first sensors placed in the road and only maintain active
the last ones. Then, we have to avoid the deactivation of
many consecutive nodes in order to get a suitable accuracy.
For this reason, we define the following constraint:
C3QoSRC 1 − laN ≥ X, X > 0: The network offers at
least an accuracy of X.

In this constraint, we assume that the accuracy is between
0 (excluded) and 1 included. The laN value represents the
lost accuracy in the network in function of the nodes that
are deactivated. To calculate laN we use the algorithm 1.
In this algorithm, we assume that all the nodes have the
same contribution on the accuracy. Therefore, we compute
the lost accuracy as the arithmetic mean of the deactivated
nodes (cf. line 5, algorithm 1). However, in WSNs the
accuracy is also impacted by the distance between nodes
that are still active. Then, in line 7 we look on the neighbors
of each node and increase by m−2 the lost accuracy when
one of the neighbors is not active, with m being the number
of nodes in the network. As one of the preconditions of the
algorithm is that sink and cluster heads are always active
(i.e., a(SN ) = 1 for all SN sink or cluster head), the laN
never will be greater than one. Furthermore, the satisfaction
of this condition is guarantee by C1QoSRC and C2QoSRC
constraints.
Algorithm 1 Computation of lost accuracy laN value
Require: A set of sensor nodes S
Require: A set of neighbors NSN for each SN ∈ S
Require: (∃SN |SN ∈ S : a(SN ) = 1)
Ensure: The lost accuracy laN according to the deactivated
sensor nodes
1: laN ← 0
2: m ← S.size()
3: for all (SN ∈ S) do
4:
if (SN.activate() = f alse) then
5:
laN ← laN + (1/m)
6:
SN.visit(true)
7:
for all (N E ∈ NSN ) do
8:
if (N E.visited() = f alse and N E.active() = f alse)
then
9:
laN ← laN + (1/m2 )
10:
N E.visit(true)
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
end if
14: end for
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Figure 4: Network Configuration with a Minimal
Accuracy X = 0.6
Figure 4 depicts a simplification of the ITS scenario with
five consecutive nodes (i.e., m = 5). The Sensor4 is a sink,
therefore it will be always active. Considering X = 0.6,
we can not just leave Sensor4 active because laN would be
0.92. With Sensor1 and Sensor4 active, laN = 0.68 and
with Sensor3 and Sensor4 active, laN = 0.64. If 1, 3 and 5
are active, laN = 0.4 and 1, 2, 3 and 5 are active, laN = 0.2.
However, with the QoSRC objective function we minimize
the number of active nodes, and then we prefer the solution
with three active nodes that respects C3QoSRC . Therefore,

nodes 2 and 4 are deactivated and the other nodes are kept
active as depicted by Figure 4.

4.2.3

Optimization based on the Reconfiguration
Cost and the Quality of Service

With this optimization, in order to save energy, we want
to reduce the monitoring frequency (QoS) of the different
nodes in the network. But at the same time, we search
to reduce the reconfiguration cost, which means to select
a minimal number of nodes to reconfigure. To do that,
we define ReCosQoS. In this function, we use sel(SNi )
expression which indicates if the node has to be reconfigured.
Yi represents the factor to reduce the monitoring frequency
of the ith sensor node.
From the ReCosQoS definition, it is clear that we want to
minimize the number of nodes to reconfigure. However, to
guarantee a suitable monitoring frequency (QoS) we include
the following constraint in the optimization:
C1ReCosQoS (∀ SNi |SNi ∈ S : ((mf (SNi ) ∗ Yi ) ≥
X1i ) ∧ ((mf (SNi ) ∗ Yi ) ≤ X2i ) ∧ (X1i ≤ X2i ) ∧ (X1i ≥ 0)):
All the sensor nodes have a monitoring frequency in a given
interval.
In this constraint, the mf (SNi ) indicates the current
monitoring frequency of the SNi node. On the other hand,
X1i and X2i are the lowest and highest frequency that the
SNi node can have in the new configuration of the WSN.
Such values are specified by the application developer. The
minimal Yi factor for the ith node is determined according
to mf (SNi ) and the C1ReCosQoS constraint.

5.
5.1

DISCUSSION
Implementation Considerations

In order to validate our approach, we have implemented
a prototype of CSP service that includes the objective
functions described in Section 4. We propose a modular
architecture of the service to make the addition of new
optimizations easier and foster their reuse. In this way, the
three optimization described in Section 4 are implemented
in three different modules.
To reduce the overhead introduced by the optimizations
at the execution, we avoid the usage of a CSP solver
when possible. Additionally, we benefit from the data
holding by FamiWare (cf. Section 4.1) to compute some
information in advance. In particular, for the optimization
based on the resource consumption and reconfiguration cost
(cf. Section 4.2.1) we are able to compute the value of the
RCReCos function for each protocol. We keep a list sorted
in ascending order of those values. In this way, we select
just the protocol which value is on the top of the list.
The RCReCos values are updated just when we decide the
installation of protocols during the reconfiguration. In those
cases we use an efficient sort algorithm such as quicksort, to
introduce the new value into the list.
Regarding the optimization related to accuracy and
energy saving (cf. Section 4.2.2), we reduce the overhead
by generating, at design time, a table containing the 1 −
laN values for the different configurations of active and
deactivated nodes. For each row in the table, we have the
1−laN value and the list of nodes to be deactivated to reach
such value. The rows are ordered in descending order. This
ordering allows us to apply a binary search algorithm to find
the configuration that satisfy the X value for the accuracy.

Table 2: CSP results for the ReCosQoS optimization.
Test

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Feature
Number

Sensor
Number

CSP Latency(ms)

57
1305
6505
13005
52005

4
100
500
1000
4000

0.08
1.35
6.89
25.05
362.73

!
m
The number of rows in the table is
= 2m − 1,
k
k=1
where m represents the number of ordinary sensor nodes.
In the table generation, we apply the algorithm introduced
in Section 4.2.2, which have a complexity of O(n2 ) in the
worst case, when the WSN topology is fully connected.
In the case of the ReCosQoS function optimization we
used the JaCoP (Java Constraint Programming) solver3 .
The selection of this library is motivated because of its
simplicity and spread usage in the scientist community. The
X1i and X2i values are defined by the developer at design
time. We measure the overhead of the optimization by
executing several tests with different configurations. Each
test was executed 10000 times. We calculated the average
time of the execution by excluding the first 1000, which were
considered as part of the warm-up. Table 2 summarizes the
obtained results. In the different tests, we use the energy
efficient configuration depicted in Figure 2 which has, for
each node, 13 features to model the routing protocols, state,
role and frequency of the node. In each test we varied
the number of sensors nodes in the network. As observed,
for networks with less of 1000 sensor nodes, we rest under
30ms (cf. tests a to d ). With more complex networks
configurations (cf. test e) the latency increases considerably
even if it remains less than one second. However, the
different tests confirm that we can use a CSP solver in the
optimizations when required with a reasonable overhead.
k=m
X

5.2

Benefits of the Approach

In FamiWare the selection of a target configuration
takes less than a minute for a feature model configuration
with 4000 features. With our approach we introduce an
additional overhead of 7ms for 6500 features (cf. Table 2,
configuration c). With a more reasonable feature model
configuration of 100 features, FamiWare is able to find
the valid configurations in one second while our approach
increases this time in 1ms for 60 features. Therefore,
as expected, the usage of CSP in the reconfiguration
process introduces an additional cost. However, this cost
is negligible considering the benefits of our approach, which
we detail now.
First, the usage of additional dimensions derived from
the same context information enables FamiWare to find a
configuration that not only respect context but also optimize
the reconfiguration itself. For instance, in our ITS scenario
without using our proposal, FamiWare chooses TinyHop
(the more on the left subfeature of RProtocol in Figure 2) to
save energy changing the routing protocol. In our scenario,
3

JaCoP Solver: http://www.jacop.eu/

this protocol is not preinstalled in several nodes. Therefore,
the reconfiguration cost is higher since the code with the new
protocol has to be spread through the network. This would
implies a spend of energy, since the most costly operation
is the communication. In our approach, we actually seek a
better use of the reconfiguration opportunities regarding the
resource scarceness in WSNs.
Second, our approach searches to improve the network
configuration regarding multiple and conflicting objectives.
In general, it is not suitable to configure the network by
considering only one objective since other aspects can be
affected. Continuing with our ITS scenario, we cannot
just reduce the energy consumption by deactivating nodes.
For example, FamiWare does not consider the penalty in
the accuracy when consecutive sensor nodes are not active.
This means that the configuration chosen by the middleware
platform could sleep several consecutive nodes having as
a result a network that will not provide right information
about the entire road. With our CSP based solution, we
find a compromise between this kind of conflicts.
Third, the integration of our approach with FamiWare is
easily configurable to be used just when it is required. In
the case of our scenario, the execution time of the whole
reconfiguration triggered by context changes is not critical.
Objectives like the reduction of the energy consumption or
keeping a degree of accuracy are more important. Then,
we can applied our CSP based solution. Nevertheless, in
cases where the time in the reconfiguration is critical such
as emergency situations, the optimizations can be ignored.
In these cases, it is only important reconfigure the network
to deal with the new context. Then, we will choose one of
the next target configuration for the new situation without
regarding other dimensions. This new configuration will be
not necessarily the most suitable to extend the WSN live
but at least it will works according to the new context.
Finally, in our approach we do not consider the combinatorial explosion related to variants. In fact, it worths notice
that FamiWare defines a high amount of dependencies between the features in its feature model. This reduces the
combinatorial explosion of possible variants. Furthermore,
as what we propose here is to reason about the set of possible
configurations provided by FamiWare, it is out of the scope
of this paper to discuses about the combinatorial explosion
problem.

6.

RELATED WORK

In the literature, we find several works [14], [3], [7], [4], [5]
dealing with the adaptation of WSNs with similar motivation as our approach. However, many of them [14], [3], [7]
focus in how to realize this adaptation over the network instead to search for a suitable configuration of the whole system as we propose. In [14], an adaptation mechanism based
in an algorithm to detect coverage and topology of sensors
is presented. They use the life time of the network as a goal
as we do. Similarly, in [3], the energy is the most important
requirement in the adaptation of the WSNs. However, again
they do not explain which will be the reconfiguration of the
system. They focus on how to reconfigure using a mechanism of code injection. Authors in [7] present a reflecting
middleware for WSNs that adapts the network to maintain
the QoS requirement. Nevertheless, they only pay attention
to QoS dimension instead to provide a mechanism to optimize the network regarding the context changes and other

dimensions. Finally, in [4] and [5] the authors try to deal
with the adaptation taking into account conflicting objectives. However, they use a biological adaptation mechanism
to reconfigure the system regarding only the latency, cost
and success rate. Instead, our dimensions are more generic
and cover more objectives.
Out of the WSN domain, CSP, Dynamic Software Product
Lines and Feature Models are widely used to perform
self-adaptation. [13] uses feature models and a heuristic
algorithm to derive configurations that meet resource
constraints. However, these constraints are more relaxed
that the constraints that we must deal with for the sensors
devices. In [6], product lines are applied to support selfadaptative applications. In this work, the authors focus in
dealing with the the combinatorial explosion of variants.
As we mentioned in the past section, FamiWare reduce
this problem exploiting the dependencies between features.
Furthermore, in this work we only focus in the selection
between a bounded set of configurations. In a similar
way, in [12] tailor Dynamic Software Product Lines feature
models. They try to bridge the gap between the features
and the component-based runtime adaptation. Then, they
go a step forward than us, since our purpose is to choose
the new feature model configuration and then to map this
configuration into the architecture of the system.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented an approach to enable
the selection of a new WSN configuration when multiple
configurations satisfy the current context. In particular, we
applied multiobjective optimizations to deal with conflicting
objectives. The optimizations are based on the resource
consumption, the QoS offered by the network and the
reconfiguration cost, which are important dimensions to
consider in the configuration to be reached. Our approach
is integrated into the FamiWare middleware that provides
a feature driven reconfiguration support for WSNs.
Given the limited capabilities of WSNs, our approach
searches to improve the reconfiguration process looking for
a suitable configuration of the network. Our discussion
shows that in some situations we can avoid the usage
of CSP solvers to reduce the overhead introduced by the
optimizations. Nevertheless, we can still use solvers with a
reasonable overhead as it is confirmed by the executed tests.
Additionally, as the reconfiguration time of the network can
be critical in some situations, we also provide the flexibility
to use it only when considered appropiate.
Future work includes the definition of new objective functions considering other dimensions such as reliability and
data routing. We also plan to extend our optimizations
to enable software modifications in the sensor nodes. Currently, we are limited to parametrization of the network. By
benefiting from the FamiWare capabilities in terms coarsegrained modifications like removing or adding services in the
nodes we can also optimize the software running on the sensor nodes.
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